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P

olyadenosine RNA binding proteins
(Pabs) play critical roles in regulating
the polyadenylation, nuclear export, stability and translation of cellular RNAs.
Although most Pabs are ubiquitously
expressed and are thought to play general
roles in post-transcriptional regulation,
mutations in genes encoding these factors
have been linked to tissue-specific diseases
including muscular dystrophy and now
intellectual disability (ID). Our recent
work defined this connection to ID, as we
showed that mutations in the gene encoding the ubiquitously expressed Cys3His
tandem zinc-finger (ZnF) Pab, ZC3H14
(Zinc finger protein, CCCH-type, number 14) are associated with non-syndromic
autosomal recessive intellectual disability
(NS-ARID). This study provided a first
link between defects in Pab function and
a brain disorder, suggesting that ZC3H14
plays a required role in regulating RNAs
in nervous system cells. Here we highlight key questions raised by our study
of ZC3H14 and its ortholog in the fruit
fly Drosophila melanogaster, dNab2 and
comment on future approaches that could
provide insights into the cellular and
molecular roles of this class of zinc fingercontaining Pabs. We propose a summary
model depicting how ZC3H14-type Pabs
might play particularly important roles in
neuronal RNA metabolism.

regulation of gene expression by virtue of
their ability to bind to the polyadenosine
tails of RNAs. We recently identified
mutations in a zinc finger (ZnF)containing Pab encoded by the ZC3H14
gene that are linked to non-syndromic
autosomal recessive intellectual disability
(NS-ARID) in humans.1 Moreover,
the Drosophila melanogaster ortholog of
ZC3H14, dNab2, is required in neurons
for normal behavior.1 These two pieces
of data provide strong evidence that
ZC3H14/dNab2 is critically required for
regulating gene expression within neurons
in the central nervous system (CNS). In
this point-of-view we provide a summary
of work that is beginning to define this
family of proteins, and also consider
questions that have been raised by initial
observations indicating that this class of
proteins have critical functions in neurons.
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Introduction
Poly(A) RNA binding proteins (Pabs)
play key roles in the post-transcriptional

RNA Biology

Members of a Family
of ZnF-containing Pabs Perform
Conserved Essential Functions
The ZC3H14 gene encodes an
evolutionarily
conserved
Cys3His
(CCCH) tandem ZnF polyadenosine
RNA binding protein 2 (Fig. 1).
Previous functional studies of this
class of Pabs focused on the budding
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae Nuclear
poly(A)-Binding protein 2 (Nab2).3-6
Nab2 is essential in budding yeast,3
and Nab2 mutant yeast cells display
extended poly(A) tails and nuclear
accumulation of poly(A) RNA.4,6 The
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similar domain structure to Nab2/
dNab2 (Fig. 1A). In ZC3H14 isoform 4
mRNA, an alternate 5' exon (denoted as
exon 1a in Fig. 1B) replaces the sequences
encoding the PWI and NLS domains of
isoforms 1-3, resulting in a shorter version
of the ZC3H14 protein. Importantly,
all four forms of the ZC3H14 protein
share the same array of consecutive
ZnFs in the C-terminal RNA binding
domain, suggesting that they all bind
polyadenosine RNA. At steady-state,
ZC3H14 isoforms 1-3 localize primarily
to the nucleus and are enriched in SC35positive nuclear speckles,2 which are sites
of RNA metabolism.10 In mouse brain
sections, ZC3H14 isoforms 1-3 colocalize
with bulk poly(A) RNA in the cell bodies
of hippocampal neurons.1 In contrast,
ZC3H14 isoform 4 protein localizes to
the cytoplasm at steady-state and shows
tissue-specific expression with enrichment
in the brain and testes.2 Given the
differential localization of these isoforms
and the variability in tissue expression of
isoform 4, these nuclear and cytoplasmic
isoforms of the vertebrate ZC3H14
protein may play tissue-specific roles in
modulating gene expression.
Given our recent finding that mutation
of ZC3H14 is associated with intellectual
disability, we assessed ZC3H14 expression
patterns in the human brain using
the Allen Brain Atlas.11 This resource
indicates that ZC3H14 is ubiquitously
expressed throughout the brain, but
shows higher expression in regions such as
the dentate gyrus, amygdala, cerebellum
and choroid plexus.11 Our published
study also confirmed that ZC3H14 is
expressed in the hippocampus, including
the dentate gyrus.1 The high level of
ZC3H14 expression in the dentate gyrus
is intriguing given that this region of
the hippocampus is directly implicated
in learning and memory (for a review of
dentate gyrus function, see ref. 12 and
references therein). Interestingly, ZC3H14
and another nuclear Pab, PABPN1,
have similar patterns of expression
in the human brain cortex, while the
cytoplasmic Pab, PABPC1, is more highly
expressed in other areas of the brain, such
as the striatum. The Fragile-X Syndrome
gene FMR1, which also encodes an RNA
binding protein implicated in intellectual

© 2012 Landes Bioscience.
Figure 1. The Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 family of zinc finger polyadenosine RNA binding proteins.
(A) The Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 proteins share conserved domain architecture. The N-terminal
domain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Nab2 folds into a five α-helix bundle very similar to the
three-dimensional structure of the Proline-Tryptophan-Isoleucine (PWI) domain (dark teal) found
in other RNA binding proteins.7 Key residues in this domain are conserved in the Drosophila
melanogaster dNab2 and human ZC3H14 proteins. We term this region a “PWI-like” domain,
however, because even though these proteins fold into a structure similar to that of a typical PWI
domain, they lack the diagnostic Pro(P)-Trp(W)-Iso(I) residues for which this domain is named.
Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 also contains a nuclear targeting signal in the central region of the protein
(tan fill). While this signal in both dNab2 and ZC3H14 appears to be a classical bipartite NLS
(cNLS),65 the nuclear targeting domain of yeast Nab2 is an arginine/glycine (RGG)-rich sequence
bound by the importin β family import receptor, Kap104.49 The C-terminus of each of these
proteins contains a series of conserved tandem Cys-Cys-Cys-His (CCCH) zinc fingers (light green)
required for polyadenosine RNA recognition.8 Nab2 contains seven tandem CCCH zinc fingers
while both dNab2 and ZC3H14 contain five. NAB2 and dNab2 encode a single protein isoform;
however, alternative splicing of the human ZC3H14 gene results in transcripts that encode several
protein isoforms. The variation among these isoforms arises from a central alternatively spliced
region (exons 10–12) we have labeled the “variable splicing region” (hatched fill). (B) Human
ZC3H14 encodes at least four splice variants. ZC3H14 isoforms 1-3 each encode a PWI-like domain
(exons 1–5), a central cNLS (exon 6) and five tandem CCCH zinc fingers (exons 13–16). Isoforms 2
and 3 differ from isoform 1 in the exclusion of exons 10–12 or 11–12, respectively. Isoform 4 has
an alternative transcriptional start site and first exon (Exon 1a). As isoform 4 lacks exon 7, it does
not contain the predicted cNLS. A red asterisk above the isoform alignment denotes the recently
identified human nonsense mutation in exon 6, R154X.1
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Nab2 protein contains an N-terminal
Proline-Tryptophan-Isoleucine (PWI)like domain which is required for proper
poly(A) RNA export from the nucleus,6,7
a nuclear targeting arginine-glycine rich
(RGG) domain (denoted as NLS in
Fig. 1A), and a C-terminal tandem
CCCH ZnF domain which mediates
binding to polyadenosine RNA 3,6,8,9
(Fig. 1A). As shown in Figure 1A,
key functional domains are conserved
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in Nab2 orthologs in multicellular
eukaryotes, including D. melanogaster,
mice and humans.
Both the budding yeast and D.
melanogaster genomes encode a single
Nab2/dNab2 isoform. However, in
mammals the ZC3H14 locus produces
multiple transcripts that are alternatively
spliced to encode distinct protein isoforms
(Fig. 1B).2 ZC3H14 isoforms 1-3, which
are ubiquitously expressed, have a very
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disability,13-15 is expressed at lower levels
in the hippocampus (and specifically the
dentate gyrus), perhaps suggesting that
disruption of ZC3H14 and FMR1 may
impact different cell types in hippocampal
circuitry.
The D. melanogaster ortholog
of ZC3H14, dNab2, is expressed
ubiquitously and resembles vertebrate
isoforms 1-3 in domain structure
(Fig. 1A).1 Like yeast Nab2 and ZC3H14,
dNab2 binds polyadenosine RNA in
vitro. As in S. cerevisiae, complete loss
of dNab2 is incompatible with viability;
however, flies with a maternal contribution
of dNab2 can develop to adulthood
but show a variety of organismal and
molecular defects. Consistent with the
extended poly(A) tails observed in yeast
nab2 mutants, loss of D. melanogaster
dNab2 causes extended poly(A) tails
detected in bulk RNA from CNS-enriched
samples of cellular RNAs, suggesting that
dNab2 participates in poly(A) tail-length
control of neuronal RNAs. These dNab2
mutant flies also show impaired flight and
negative geotactic locomotor behavior.1
Significantly, RNAi-mediated depletion
of dNab2 only in neurons recapitulates
the locomotor phenotypes of dNab2
zygotic null animals and, reciprocally,
re-expression of wild type dNab2 only
in neurons rescues both viability and
locomotor defects in animals otherwise
completely lacking dNab2.1 While we
cannot currently rule out roles for dNab2
in other cell types such as glia, these data
do suggest that dNab2 plays an important
role in controlling neuronal RNAs that
are required for neurodevelopment and/
or function.

exon 6 and completely removes the nuclear
isoforms 1-3, which are analogous to the
essential protein in yeast and flies, while
leaving the cytoplasmic isoform 4 intact1
(Fig. 1B). The fact that ID patients
containing this mutation, and therefore
lacking ZC3H14 isoforms 1-3, are still
alive and only have cognitive defects
argues that isoform 4 may be able to
compensate for the absence of isoforms 1-3
in most human tissues but perhaps not in
cells of the brain. In combination with the
dNab2 data from flies, these observations
indicate that a ubiquitously expressed Pab
can nonetheless play critical tissue-specific
roles in both flies and humans and raise
several interrelated questions:
(1) Is ZC3H14 an essential gene
in mammals? Given that Nab2 and
dNab2 are essential in budding yeast and
Drosophila1,3 respectively, one might have
predicted that the homologous ZC3H14
isoforms would be required for viability in mammals. However, patients with
the allele of ZC3H14 that encodes the
premature stop-codon lack the nuclear
ZC3H14 isoforms analogous to the essential Nab2/dNab2 protein in yeast and
flies. Surprisingly, these individuals show
severe neuronal deficits, but no additional
symptoms have been reported.1
(2) Why are neurons so sensitive to
loss of ZC3H14 iso1-3/dNab2? Neurons
rely heavily on post-transcriptional
RNA
regulation
mechanisms
to
compartmentalize gene expression in time
and space.16 Perhaps this reliance makes
these specialized cells more susceptible
than other cells to loss of ZC3H14/
dNab2.
(3) What are the molecular roles of
the dNab2/ZC3H14 proteins? Do all of
the ZC3H14 isoforms have the same function? Could the requirement for a given
isoform vary between cell types? If so,
then the tissue-specific effects of ZC3H14
mutations could reflect cell type-specific
roles of different ZC3H14 isoforms.
(4) What RNAs are affected by loss
of ZC3H14/dNab2? While Pab proteins
are typically associated with regulation of
mRNAs, there is growing evidence that
other types of RNAs also require Pabs
for proper regulation.17,18 The identity of
the RNAs or classes of RNAs impacted

by ZC3H14 could reveal much about
the biological consequences of ZC3H14
mutations in humans.
(5) Are hyperadenylated RNAs
causative of neuronal defects? The
primary molecular defect detected thus
far in yeast, fly and human cells lacking
Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 is extension of
bulk poly(A) RNA tails. Remarkably, the
functional consequences of the aberrantly
long mRNA poly(A) tails are not well
understood in any cell type, including
neurons.
(6) How frequent are ZC3H14
alleles in the human population and
could they be responsible for additional
cases of NS-ARID or other forms of
heritable ID? In the following sections,
we address each of these questions with
particular reference to our published findings and the present state of published
knowledge.
(1) Is ZC3H14 an essential gene in
mammals? As documented in our recent
study, a nonsense mutation (R154Stop)
in a 5' exon leads to selective loss of
ZC3H14 nuclear isoforms but leaves the
cytoplasmic isoform intact (Fig. 1B).
Patients lacking protein isoforms 1-3
display intellectual disability but no other
symptoms, which contrasts with the
essential requirement for the orthologs of
these proteins in budding yeast and flies.1,3
There are several possibilities that could
explain this surprising observation.
First, ZC3H14 may simply not be
essential in humans except for proper
nervous system function. Second, an
unidentified functionally redundant
protein could substitute for ZC3H14
function in non-neuronal tissues. Third,
as the cytoplasmic isoform 4 is apparently
unaffected in patients homozygous
for the R154Stop allele, this form of
ZC3H14 might be sufficient in every
tissue except the brain. Initial assessment
of the relative functional properties of
ZC3H14 isoforms could be accomplished
by nervous system-specific expression of
human ZC3H14 in flies lacking dNab2.
This human:fly trans-species neuronal
rescue would logically be followed by
genetic ablation of murine ZC3H14,
ideally in a tissue-specific conditional
approach that targets specific isoforms.
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Mutations in the Conserved ZnF
Pab, ZC3H14, are Linked to
NS-ARID
One of the key pieces of evidence that
ZC3H14 isoforms are likely to have
non-redundant roles in the brain is the
location of a mutation within ZC3H14
that has been linked to NS-ARID. This
nonsense mutation replaces the sequence
encoding arginine 154 with a premature
termination codon (R154Stop). This
termination codon occurs in ZC3H14
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Alternatively, a targeted knock-in of the
R154Stop mutation could be generated to
determine whether R154Stop homozygous
mice exhibit brain-specific phenotypes
similar to human patients.
A key advantage of the fly and mouse
models is their ability to address the
question of whether dNab2/ZC3H14
plays a developmental role in the nervous
system, or is mainly required to support
the physiologic function of neurons in
the fully formed mature brain. A simple
approach to this question would be to
examine the brains of dNab2/ZC3H14
mutant flies and mice for evidence of
developmental defects, which if present,
would provide some justification to
examine human patients for similar
defects. However, dNab2/ZC3H14 may
have important roles in brain development
and physiology which each contribute to
endpoint cognitive defects. Parsing the
contribution of each of these to CNS
phenotypes defects will require temporally
controlled transgenic systems such as
those readily available in the fly.19
(2) Why are neurons so sensitive to
loss of ZC3H14 Iso1-3/dNab2? As in the
case of ZC3H14-associated NS-ARID,
other diseases caused by mutations in
ubiquitously expressed RNA processing
factors can manifest with tissue- and cell
type-specific defects.20 For example, the
expansion of a polyalanine tract within
the N-terminal end of the nuclear Pab,
PABPN1, causes an autosomal dominant
disease
termed
Oculopharyngeal
Muscular Dystrophy (OPMD) which
selectively impacts the muscles of the
eyelids and pharynx.21 Similarly, mutations
in the general splicing factor SMN1
affect only lower motor neurons,22 while
the main physiologic features of defects
in expression or function of fragile-X
mental retardation protein (FMRP; also
an RNA binding protein) are impaired
higher-cognitive function and autism
spectrum disorders.13,15,23 In each of these
cases, all cells in the organism contain
the disease-causing expansion, mutation
or chromosomal abnormality, but only
certain cell types and tissues are sensitive
to the resulting functional impairment
of post-transcriptional RNA regulatory
pathways. Thus a key unresolved issue
in ZC3H14-mediated NS-ARID is why

defects in the ubiquitously expressed
RNA binding protein, ZC3H14, cause a
neurological disorder.
Although dNab2/ZC3H14 could have
as yet undefined roles in non-neuronal
nervous system cells such as glia, the
effects of neuron-specific expression and
depletion of D. melanogaster dNab2 argues
for a key requirement in this cell type.1
One explanation for this link may be
that because neurons make extensive use
of post-transcriptional RNA regulatory
mechanisms to compartmentalize gene
expression in time and space, they are
more reliant than other cells on ZC3H14/
dNab2 (reviewed in ref. 16). A second
explanation stems from the observation
that RNAs harvested from the heads of
dNab2 null flies show an extension in
bulk poly(A) RNA tail length that occurs
independent of an effect on poly(A)
RNA nuclear export.1 As predicted for
a protein that limits poly(A) tail length,
overexpression of dNab2 shortens
poly(A) tails among neuronal cells in
the eye, and this effect can be reversed
by overexpressing components of the
nuclear polyadenylation machinery such
as fly Pabp2 (reviewed in ref. 1), arguing
that dNab2/ZC3H14 proteins exert their
effects on neural function at least in part
by modulating polyadenylation of RNA
transcripts. These data raise the possibility
that neurons are reliant on specific dNab2/
ZC3H14 RNA targets whose expression
is more sensitive to changes in poly(A)
tail length than the bulk of cellular
RNAs. The ability of the cytoplasmic
polyadenylation factor CPEB24 to regulate
the polyadenylation and translation of
neuronal mRNAs at synapses provides
precedent for such a hypothesis.
(3) What are the molecular roles
of
Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14
proteins?
Our current understanding of the
potential nuclear and cytoplasmic roles
of Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 is based on
studies performed in S. cerevisiae and
D. melanogaster as well as in cultured
mammalian cells. The available data
support a theoretical consolidated model
(Fig. 2) in which dNab2/Nab2/ZC3H14
initially controls the length of poly(A) tails
on RNA transcripts in the nucleus and may
subsequently recruit RNA export factors
(such as the heterodimer Mex67:Mtr2 in

yeast25) to facilitate the export of RNA
transcripts from the nucleus. Following
export from the nucleus, dNab2/
ZC3H14 family members may also play a
conserved role in translational regulatory
mechanisms or RNA trafficking in the
cytoplasm. Although dNab2 and ZC3H14
isoforms 1-3 proteins are predominantly
nuclear1,2,9 at steady-state, we can also
detect pools of these proteins in fly and
vertebrate neurites (our unpublished
data), suggesting that these proteins could
have distinct molecular functions in the
nucleus and the cytoplasm.
Nuclear roles. In one mechanistic model (Fig. 2 and inset I), dNab2/
ZC3H14 binds to poly(A) tails of RNAs
in the nucleus and functionally interacts
with other poly(A)-binding proteins, such
as Pabp2/PABPN1 to properly dictate the
length of the mature poly(A) tail on these
RNA transcripts. Based on our genetic
data in the fly eye1 dNab2/ZC3H14 function is likely to be antagonistic to that of
the nuclear RRM-containing PABPN1/
Pabp2 poly(A) RNA binding protein.26
Poly(A) tail length experiments suggest
that while PABPN1/Pabp2 facilitates
poly(A) tail length extension,26,27 dNab2/
Nab2/ZC3H14 may help to limit the
length of poly(A) tails in vivo.1 Given
that PABPN1/Pabp2 helps to “tether” the
poly(A) polymerase to nascent mRNA
transcripts to increase processivity,26,28-30
and that dNab2 acts as a genetic antagonist of Pabp2 (reviewed in ref. 1), one
possibility is that Nab2 family members might bind elongating poly(A)
tails, compete with Pabp2 for binding to
polyadenosine RNA, and by displacing
Pabp2 from polyadenosine RNA decrease
poly(A) polymerase processivity (Fig. 2
and inset I). However, the mechanistic
details of this inhibition are not yet clear.
Although the binding affinity of dNab2/
ZC3H14 for polyadenosine RNA has not
yet been determined, the affinity of yeast
Nab2 for polyadenosine RNA in vitro is
between 10.5–30 nM.4,9 Interestingly,
the affinity of dPabp2/PABPN1 is similar, approximately 10 nM.29-31 Therefore,
if the affinity of dNab2/ZC3H14 for
polyadenosine RNA is similar to that of
its yeast ortholog (and therefore similar
to dPabp2/PABPN1 as well), this would
imply that dNab2/ZC3H14 could not
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antagonize poly(A) tail length by merely
outcompeting dPabp2/PABPN1 for binding to polyadenosine RNA and therefore
decreasing the processivity of the poly(A)
polymerase. One viable alternative to
this “direct-competition” model is one in
which addition of a certain length of adenosines to the extending poly(A) tail allows
for multiple dNab2/ZC3H14 proteins to
bind and induce a conformational change
in the RNA that might then displace
Pabp2/PABPN1 and inhibit the processivity of the poly(A) polymerase.32,33
Alternatively, Nab2/dNab2 could also
recruit enzymes that actively trim the
poly(A) tail. Yeast Nab2 and fly dNab2
both interact genetically with components
of the nuclear exosome (our unpublished
results and see ref. 18), which is a multiprotein complex required for the proper
trimming and quality control of several
classes of RNAs transcribed by RNA polymerase III, including rRNAs, tRNAs and
small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs).34-36
Recent data also suggest that the nuclear
exosome may function in the quality control of mRNAs as well.37-41 Hence, one
other hypothesis is that following addition
of an extended poly(A) tail, Nab2/dNab2/
ZC3H14 recruits a ribonuclease such as
the nuclear exosome to trim poly(A) tails
back to an appropriate length.
This “exosome recruitment” hypothesis
would be particularly interesting since
the short non-mRNAs mentioned above
(rRNAs, tRNAs and snoRNAs) can also
receive short poly(A) tails when processed
incorrectly. These short poly(A) tails are
thought to target aberrant transcripts for
degradation via the nuclear exosome42-45
and also promote normal non-coding
transcript processing.17,46 The length
of these poly(A) tails varies, but can
be between 10 and 40 adenosines,
depending on the transcript.47,48 Given
that yeast Nab2 has a minimal binding
footprint of roughly 10–15 adenosines
(our unpublished data and see ref. 33),
and antibodies targeting yeast Nab2
co-immunoprecipitate
chromatincontaining genes transcribed by RNA
polymerase II or RNA polymerase III,18
dNab2/ZC3H14 may be able to recognize
these short poly(A) tails and trigger
exosome recruitment and subsequent
RNA turnover (Fig. 2 and inset I).
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Figure 2. A consolidated model for Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 function. Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14
(green oval) is initially recruited to the nascent RNA transcript via interactions with RNA itself
or through an intermediate RNA binding protein. Following the completion of transcription,
Nab2 family members help to dictate the final length of the poly(A) tail. For mRNAs (inset I, left),
this mechanism could involve inhibition of poly(A) polymerase (red circle-PAP) or, in the case
of fly dNab2 or human ZC3H14, competition with the poly(A) binding protein, Pabp2/PABPN1
(blue hexagon). Following termination of polyadenylation, Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 could recruit
a ribonuclease such as the nuclear exosome (yellow pac-man symbol) to modulate poly(A) tail
length. In the case of non-coding RNAs (inset I, right), Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 might bind the
short poly(A) tails to recruit the trimming and/or degradation activities of the nuclear exosome.
Evidence from budding yeast demonstrates that Nab2 facilitates recruitment of mRNA export
factors such as Mex67 that then mediate export of RNA from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.
Once in the cytoplasm, numerous roles for Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 in translational control or RNA
transport can be postulated (inset II). Following export from the nucleus, Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14
could be removed immediately or this removal could be delayed until the transcript is transported
to a sub-cellular location. The Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 protein could influence the fate of the RNA in
the cytoplasm in a number of possible ways including modulating stability, impacting transport
or regulating translation. Regardless of the function, removal of Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 could
involve a remodeling enzyme such as the DEAD-box helicase, Dbp5, or other proteins including
transport receptors as demonstrated in yeast for the Kap104 import receptor.49,66 Following
removal of Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14, interactions between the conventional cytoplasmic poly(A)
binding protein (Pab1/Pabp/PABPC1) bound to the 3'-end poly(A) tail and mRNA translation
initiation factors (blue and yellow symbols near the 5'-end of the transcript) can then stimulate
translation by the ribosome.
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Experiments that probe potential links
between dNab2/ZC3H14, the exosome,
and turnover of various classes of RNAs
could provide critical insight into the
nuclear function of dNab2/ZC3H14 in
RNA metabolism.
Cytoplasmic roles. Several lines of
evidence from experiments in yeast,
flies and vertebrate cells suggest that
dNab2/ZC3H14 may be involved in
modulating mRNA translation and/
or RNA trafficking in the cytoplasm
(Fig. 2 and inset II). First, the yeast Nab2
nuclear import receptor, Kap104, which
re-imports Nab2 into the nucleus during
nucleocytoplasmic shuttling,49 has recently
been implicated in the de-repression of
translation.50,51 Since Kap104 may aid in
dissociation of Nab2 from cytoplasmic
RNAs,49 this reported role in translational
activation could stem from removing
Nab2 from cytoplasmic mRNPs.51 The
same study also demonstrated that a
small percentage of the DEAD-box
containing RNA helicase Dbp5 is found
with Kap104 at sites of translation at the
yeast daughter cell bud site.50 Interestingly,
Dbp5 can remove yeast Nab2 from RNA52
and is associated with polyribosomes,53
suggesting that perhaps Dbp5 may actively
remove Nab2 from yeast transcripts that
are transported to the daughter cell bud
site. Following this removal, Nab2 could
then be immediately bound by Kap104
and re-imported into the nucleus.51
Second, given that we detect a small
pool of Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 localized
to the cytoplasm and neurites of cultured
mammalian and D. melanogaster neurons
in vitro (our unpublished data), we
additionally propose that members of
this family of proteins may be associated
with ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes
responsible for the directional trafficking
of RNAs to sites of active translation
(Fig. 2 and inset II). As ZC3H14associated NS-ARID patients do not
show motor defects consistent with loss
of peripheral motor neurons, dNab2/
ZC3H14 may not be absolutely required
for RNP trafficking but rather may
increase the efficiency or specificity of
the process. Future studies that test this
hypothesis could provide key insight into
ZC3H14/dNab2 function in neurons.

(4) What RNAs are affected by
loss of ZC3H14/dNab2? Control of
polyadenylation has classically been
considered as a key step in mRNA
transcript metabolism. However, recent
studies demonstrate that many types of
RNA transcripts are polyadenylated under
certain circumstances and that poly(A)
binding proteins can regulate the fate of
non-mRNAs such as snoRNAs.17,46 Thus,
a major question is whether dNab2 family
members regulate particular RNAs or
even classes of RNAs. The identity of
the RNAs or classes of RNAs that are
impacted by ZC3H14/dNab2 loss could
reveal much about the biological roles of
these proteins in the CNS.
The recruitment of dNab2/ZC3H14 to
RNAs is likely to be an important step in
determining target specificity. As a polyadenosine RNA binding protein, the null
hypothesis is that dNab2 and ZC3H14
bind the poly(A) tails of all RNAs in
cells; however, this hypothesis has yet to
be properly tested in multicellular organisms and presents interesting challenges
to explanations of the neuronal-specific
defects associated with loss of these proteins. The reciprocal hypothesis that
dNab2/ZC3H14 only binds a subset of
RNAs also remains untested. At present,
very little is known about how members
of the dNab2/ZC3H14 family of proteins
are recruited to nascent transcripts. As
mentioned above, a recent study found
that yeast Nab2 associates with RNA polymerase II genes in a transcription-dependent manner,18 and studies in yeast also
suggest that Nab2 can interact with the
vast majority of poly(A) RNAs.54 Although
most mRNA transcripts should be polyadenylated and therefore theoretically bound
by dNab2/ZC3H14, other proteins bound
to sequences within the 3' UTR of specific transcripts could also preferentially
recruit dNab2/ZC3H14 to specific transcripts. In the future, it will be important
to revisit the question of dNab2/ZC3H14
target specificity in fly/vertebrate neurons using RNA-immunoprecipitation/
RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq) to identify transcripts that physically associate
with dNab2/ZC3H14, in combination
with biochemical experiments55 to identify RNAs whose poly(A) tails are most

affected by loss of these proteins. Overlap
between these data sets would presumably be enriched for RNAs directly regulated by dNab2/ZC3H14. These kinds
of target-specificity experiments could
provide important clues to the physiologic
defect(s) in ZC3H14 mutant neurons.
(5) Are
hyperadenylated
RNAs
causative of neuronal defects? Traditionally,
deadenylation and the shortening of
poly(A) tails are thought to be the first step
in transcript degradation by the quality
control machinery.56 However, the fate
of hyperadenylated transcripts is unclear.
These
hyperadenylated
transcripts
may simply be more abundant57 and
therefore translated more often, leading
to elevated levels of their encoded
proteins. Alternatively, hyperadenylated
transcripts could be removed from cells
via the RNA degradation machinery.
However, experimental evidence suggests
that the answer to this question may not
be straightforward. Mutations in several
genes in addition to NAB2/dNab2 lead
to an increase in bulk poly(A) tail length,
including for example, poly(A) RNA
export mutants in budding yeast.38,58 In
Drosophila, mutants in the deadenylation
machinery lead to hyperadenylated
transcripts,59 as does overexpression of
poly(A) polymerase (PAP).60 However,
in the case of PAP overexpression, the
resultant effect on translation depends
on
the
developmental
context.60
Hyperadenylation could also impair
cytoplasmic
polyadenylation-mediated
translational regulation (e.g., via CBEP)
of mRNA transcripts critical for normal
brain function, or it could titrate other
poly(A) RNA-binding proteins. Beyond
the few reports cited here, the functional
consequence
of
hyperadenylated
transcripts has not been studied and is
thus an area that invites future analysis.
(6) How frequent are ZC3H14
alleles in the human population, and could
they be responsible for additional cases of
NS-ARID or other forms of heritable ID?
As the ZC3H14 mutations we discovered1
were found in a geographically restricted
location, an additional key question is
whether ID-causing mutations in ZC3H14
are population-specific or are also present
in patients with similar ID features from
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other populations (e.g., in the western
world). One approach to answering this
question would be to sequence the ZC3H14
gene in patient collectives from different
human populations around the world. In
view of the genetic heterogeneity of nonsyndromic ID, this kind of candidate-based
investigation of NS-ID genes has until
recently been time consuming, costly and
inefficient. However, given the advent of
new sequencing technologies, performing
mutation screening in complete exomes
of large cohorts can be accomplished
with increasing ease at rapidly decreasing
costs,61 and an expeditious answer to this
question seems to be within reach.
Another factor to consider in these
human sequencing studies is the spectrum
of clinical features caused by ZC3H14
mutations, as abnormalities in addition
to ID might emerge as additional patients
are identified. A prominent example of
this type of shifting diagnostic criteria
is Fragile-X syndrome, which was originally described as a non-syndromic form
of ID.62,63 Furthermore, some mutations
can give rise to both non-syndromic and
syndromic ID, depending on their nature
or location within the gene (for examples
see e.g., Ropers and Hamel64). One line of
investigation could examine correlations
between different mutations in ZC3H14
and the severity of ID or specific accompanying clinical features. This analysis
would give further valuable clues as to the
specific aspects of ZC3H14 function, aid
functional investigations in animal or cellular models, and place ZC3H14 within a
larger molecular network in neurons that
underlies cognition.

dNab2/ZC3H14 will not only shed light
on cellular defects in ZC3H14-associated
NS-ARID patients, but will also expand
our current understanding of the central
roles that Nab/dNab2/ZC3H14 proteins
play in poly(A) tail length control and
RNA metabolism.
Like the majority of the genes that
have been implicated in the etiology of
ID in humans, ZC3H14 is evolutionarily conserved from man to single-celled
eukaryotes. As cognition represents a
comparatively recently evolved feature of
the metazoan nervous system, ZC3H14
mutations are thus likely to impair either
a newly acquired molecular function of
the Nab2/dNab2/ZC3H14 protein, or to
perturb a molecular network or pathway
that has recently incorporated it. The lack
of functional redundancy in evolutionarily young systems often means that loss
of individual components elicits strong
effects in the organism, which in the
case of ZC3H14 reveals potentially novel
aspects of RNA regulation in the nervous
system and opens up interesting new avenues of research into the central nervous
system in health and disease.
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A Final Perspective
In summary, data from yeast, flies and
mammalian cells are beginning to provide
a glimpse into the sort of RNA regulatory roles dNab2/ZC3H14 may play in
cells generally, and in neurons specifically. RNA targets of these proteins in
the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments are currently unknown, but they
presumably include transcripts that are
required for neurodevelopment and/or
neuronal physiology. Identifying these
RNAs, and characterizing their dependence on nuclear and cytoplasmic pools of
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